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1 IntroductionOn the Internet today, more and more applications are starting to use IP-multicast [3] for distribution of primarily real-time data such as audio andvideo and a growing number of more conventional applications are starting toutilize the power of IP-multicast. In the rest of this paper IP-multicast will bereferred to as multicast.? This work was supported by the Centre for Distance-spanning Technology (CDT),Lule�a, Sweden.Preprint submitted to Elsevier Preprint 27 April 1998



Multicast is special form of addressing and sending data on the Internet wherethe sender sends the data to a so called multicast group instead of sending thedata directly to a particular host. Receivers that want to receive data fromthe sender joins the multicast group and the network routing protocols makesthat tra�c available to the new receiver. When the receiver no longer wantsto receive the data its host will notify the network and the data will no longerbe forwarded to that part of the Internet (with the exception when, there areother receivers on the same local network that want to continue to receivethe data). Note that the sender does not need to keep track of who wants toreceive the data, but this is done by the network itself.Multicast has a number of advantages, such as its inherent scalability of datapropagation where data is only copied in the network where needed. It alsohas built in robustness as it does not depend on any central resources suchas reectors or mirrors for data propagation. However, a major problem withmulticast is that it is not part of the core IP version 4 family and by thatcurrently only a smaller part of the Internet actually supports it.To ease the development of multicast related protocols, a virtual networkcalled the Multicast Backbone, MBone [9] was developed. It consists of tun-nels between nodes that act as virtual routers, exchanging multicast packetsencapsulated in unicast packets. Encapsulation means that multicast pack-ets are received at a node that is connected to a multicast enabled network.Repackaged into a unicast packet and sent over the part of the Internet thatdoes not support multicast to a node that is part of a multicast network. Thissecond node removes the unicast information and resends the packet on itsmulticast network.The MBone has existed for several years now and is slowly being deployed inproduction networks. A remaining problem is that unfortunately most dial-uplinks do not support multicast. This means that there is still a large need fortunneling of multicast over such links. Characteristics of these links are thatthey usually only connect a single host or a single local network with a fewhosts and that these dial-up links most often only have a limited amount ofbandwidth available.Another reason for using tunneling of multicast is �rewalls. At some compa-nies, experiments have shown that it can be very hard to convince the systemadministrators to open the company's �rewall for multicast tra�c, but inter-estingly easy to convince them to open a few ports for TCP and UDP tra�cto a speci�c host behind the �rewall. There are a number of problems andquestions related to tunneling of multicast, which are:� How should the tunneled packets be encapsulated when sent through thetunnel to waste as little bandwidth as possible?2



� How much control information is needed to be exchanged to maintain thetunnel operational?� Can the tunneled data be transformed on the IP level (i.e. without anyknowledge about the content) before being sent through the tunnel to lowerthe bandwidth needed for the tunnel?� Can the tunneled data be transformed on media level (i.e. with knowledgeabout the content) before being sent through the tunnel to lower the band-width needed for the tunnel?� Can the deployment of tunnels be made simpler and more lightweight thanwith earlier available software?To target these problems and questions an application called the multicastTunnel, mTunnel was designed and developed. This application is the focusof this paper.1.1 Related workThe primary and most popular application for tunneling multicast tra�c onthe MBone is the MRouted [5] application. This application acts as a virtualmulticast router and includes a lot of routing functionality. The application hasto have access to privileged information within the operating system it runson and it also needs special routing support in the kernel. This means that theapplication can only be used on machines that contain the required routingfunctionality (such as hosts running variants of the UNIX operating system.) 1Since, MRouted is a virtual router it implements and utilizes multicast routingprotocols to control its tunnels. These protocols often exchange a lot of controland routing information which can be a problem on low-bandwidth links.Note that the mTunnel application presented in this paper is by no mean areplacement for the core MRouted tunnels in the MBone. Instead it should beseen as a complement to allow more users to use multicast applications.liveGate [10] is another application for tunneling of multicast tra�c, whichwas developed concurrently and independently of mTunnel. liveGate supportsbasic lightweight deployment of multicast tunnels and tunneling of multicasttra�c, but does not currently support any tra�c modi�cation to lower thebandwidth.A number of di�erent tools and gateways for modi�cation of real-time mul-ticast tra�c also exist, such as the Robust Audio Tool - RAT [7] which canconvert audio data between di�erent formats and the RTPGW [1] which fo-cuses on that bandwidth is not uniformly available on the Internet for audio1 Microsoft Windows NT5 is supposed to support routing and contain the neededfunctionality to run MRouted. 3
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Fig. 1. Overview of the data path of an incoming packet through mTunnel. Thethree boxes in the center represent optional tra�c modi�ers.and video transmissions. It can convert video between di�erent formats andit also supports some basic audio transcoding.The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Chapter 2 gives an overviewof the mTunnel application; Chapter 3 discusses the use of non-lossy com-pression schemes for lowering the bandwidth; Chapter 4 describes rate controlmechanisms for data ows; Chapter 5 examines extra delay introduced by themTunnel application; Chapter 6 presents the implementation, status and eval-uation of the problems and questions presented earlier and with Chapter 7 weconclude the paper and give a summary.2 The mTunnel applicationTunnels always have two endpoints between between which tra�c is tunneled.For that reason there must always be two instances of mTunnel running, oneat each end of the tunnel. The basic functionality of mTunnel is very simple:listen to a number of multicast sessions, encapsulate all tra�c received on thesesessions and send the tra�c through the tunnel. On the other end decapsulatethe tra�c and resend it locally using multicast. Fig. 1 gives a general overviewof the data path of packet through the mTunnel application.mTunnel runs as a user process at application level to allow easy and lightweightdeployment. This means that the user does not need any special privileges torun the program. All the mTunnel application requires from the operatingsystem is that it supports multicast. The main user interface to mTunnel isthrough a built in Web-server which allows users to get feedback about cur-rently tunneled sessions and easily start tunneling of either publicly announcedMBone sessions or private sessions where the user speci�es the needed sessioninformation manually.The tunneled data is sent over a UDP unicast \connection" between the twoendpoints and all data is sent over the same port number. This allows for easytunneling through �rewalls (as the systems administrator only has to open one4



port in the �rewall). Control information is exchanged on a TCP connectionbetween the two tunnel ends for reliable messaging.Each multicast packet is encapsulated by adding a special trailer. The reasonfor using a trailer instead of a header (which is the case in most protocols)is twofold: it minimizes the number of required copy operations per tunneledpacket (a header would impose that the incoming data would need to becopied to make room for a header) and that the IP/UDP/RTP 2 headersremain intact, which in turn allows lower level header-compression schemes tobe utilized [8].To lower the amount of encapsulation data sent over the tunnel, ow identi�ersare used instead of sending the multicast group and port number with eachtunneled packet. By using a ow identi�er of size 1 byte, the trailer is reducedby 5 bytes which lowers the bandwidth with e.g. 1000 bps for a constant 40msPCM audio ow (71 Kbps).
2.1 Data TranslationThe required bandwidth for a tunneled session may be lowered by transcod-ing the data. mTunnel includes a translator, that may translate the tra�cin various ways. Currently the translator includes a recoder, that translatesbetween di�erent audio encodings; a mixer, that mixes several active streamsinto one single stream; a switch, which only forwards packets from a certainsource based on another stream (for instance, video packets are only tunneledfor the group member that currently is speaking - voice switching). The lastpart is the scaler, that rescales the tra�c by dropping packets based eitheron just packet count or by taking media information into account. The lat-ter makes a big di�erence on the result if a video encoding such as H.261 isused where one frame often spans more than one RTP packet. The di�erentmodes of the translator can also be pipelined, e.g. an audio session can be bothmixed and recoded. All these di�erent translation methods are lossy meaningthat they actually remove information from the data stream. This transcodingallows users behind low bandwidth links to join sessions with a total higherbandwidth than the one available on the low bandwidth link.
2 RTP, Real-Time Transfer Protocol [17] is the main protocol used on the MBonefor transmitting real-time data. 5



2.2 User Decided Session SelectionThe MRouted application (as presented in Sect. 1) connects multicast capableislands of networks to form the MBone. These network become an integratedpart of the MBone virtual network and all tra�c that is requested is tun-neled to and from them. The decision of which sessions to tunnel, is based onrequests made by the multicast aware applications. The messaging betweenhosts and multicast routers is done using a protocol called the Internet GroupManagement Protocol - IGMP[2]. As soon as a multicast aware applicationstarts and requests data for a speci�c multicast group an IGMP message issent to the nearest multicast router which in turn makes the correspondingmulticast tra�c available to that particular network.This model works very good if the bandwidth is not limited, as several ses-sions can be tunneled at the same time. However, if the bandwidth is limited(like over analog modems or ISDN-links) the users have to quit their MBoneapplications to stop a session from being tunneled (i.e. if an application nolonger \wants" multicast tra�c for a special multicast group, usually the onlyway is to quit the application to stop the tra�c from being tunneled). Also,if several users share the same narrow link, it might be complicated or evenimpossible to coordinate which sessions to tunnel (several users join di�erentsessions at the same time).mTunnel instead uses a user decided session selection model where users ex-plicitly have to choose which sessions to tunnel. This has several advantages,such as making the end users aware of other currently tunneled sessions andremoving the need for users to quit their multicast tools to stop the tunnelingof speci�c multicast groups.2.3 Transmission Loops and Time To LivemTunnel is designed to connect a network or a single host that is currentlyisolated from the MBone, to the MBone. However, if both ends of a tunnel aredirectly connected to the MBone, a transmission loop can occur if the tunneledMBone-sessions are not chosen carefully. mTunnel therefore does not forwardpackets through the tunnel if the sender matches the other end of the tunnel.Unfortunately, if two separate tunnels are deployed that together create aloop, packets will be forwarded over and over again.If mTunnel suspects that a loop has occurred (the packet rate through thetunnel suddenly raises dramatically), it stops tunneling tra�c, sends out aspecial probe-packet and waits for the probe-packet to be received again. Ifthe probe-packet is received, all current tunneling remains stopped and users6



of the system are noti�ed through the Web-interface. If the probe-packet is notreceived, the process is repeated a number of times (with exponential back-o�), as the probe-packet could have been lost on the way due to the best-e�ortnature of UDP-packets.When packets are sent on the MBone, their reach is limited by a so calledTime To Live (TTL) value. For instance, if a user wants to send multicastpackets to the local network only, the packets are sent with a TTL of 1. In thecurrent standard version of the sockets interface 3 under Unix and Windows,there is no way for a user application to get information about the TTL of anincoming packet. Due to the socket interface, and the fact that mTunnel runsas a user-application, mTunnel can only forward packets based on the TTLvalue speci�ed when the session was created. Unfortunately, this means thatif a user sends tra�c in an announced MBone-session with a lower TTL thanthe announced TTL, the local packets will be \ampli�ed" and retransmittedwith a higher TTL than intended by the original sender.3 Non-Lossy Compression of Tunneled DataThe amount of data sent through the tunnel can be lowered by compressingit using a non-lossy compression scheme. Normally, this is not done on singlereal-time ows as the encoding used to encapsulate the data usually alreadyincludes some kind of compression scheme. However, in the case where severaldi�erent data ows are concentrated at a single point in the network (such asthe tunnel ends), the redundancy between the di�erent ows can be used forcompressing the data. This section discusses how data compression have beenutilized in the mTunnel application and how much the bandwidth is reducedfor di�erent kinds of data ows.The more uncompressed data available, the more it can be compressed dueto the higher probability of similar and redundant parts. This is generallynot a problem when compressing data �les as all the required data is alreadythere, however, when compressing real-time data ows the goal is to keep thedelay low (i.e. not to bu�er the packets too long). Another goal is to keepeach resulting compressed packet independent, so if it gets dropped in thetunnel, following packets may still be decompressed and do not depend onprevious packets. To be able to compress the data ows, packets have to bebu�ered before being sent through the tunnel. Secondly, there must exist ane�cient way of recovering from unsuccessful compression attempts, as a groupof packets might actually generate more compressed data than they containedfrom the beginning.3 The way an application speaks with the operating system and the network.7



To allow for compression, incoming packets are grouped together. This group-ing can be seen as a �rst step of compression as each tunneled packet hasa cost in number of bytes sent over the tunnel due to the IP/UDP headereach packet include (i.e. by grouping several packets together only one set ofheaders is needed per sent grouped packet). The cost of the per packet headeris a minimum of 28 bytes and by grouping n (2 or more) packets together,(n�1)�28 bytes may be saved. This might not sound as much, but rememberthat most data ows consist of very small packets, e.g. a 40 ms PCM audio owconsists of packets containing 320 bytes of data plus headers. This �rst step ofthe compression is referred to as header suppression. If the available groupeddata cannot be compressed (i.e. compression generates more data than theoriginal grouped packets), then it is sent grouped as one large uncompressedpacket. The algorithm used is:for each packet doif not packer.willFit(packet)packer.generateAndSend()packer.add(packet)generateAndSend:if compressed size < orginal sizesendGroupedAndCompressed()elsesendGroupedAndUncompressed()
3.1 Measurements and Compression EvaluationFive di�erent sessions (including several di�erent data ows) have been exam-ined with mTunnel to see how good they can be compressed. The measure-ments were done by saving information about each compressed packet withinthe mTunnel application and the measurements were done over a time periodof 1 hour. In none of the tests lossy transcoding was performed and to beable to repeat the exact tra�c, sessions were recorded earlier and played backusing the multicast Media-On-Demand system - mMOD [13]. Table 1 presentshow much bandwidth can be saved by using tunnel compression on the dif-ferent data ows. The table shows that for normal data ows a compressionratio of about 5-9% is achieved. The reason for the fourth session getting ahigher compression ratio (14%) than the rest is that it includes a whiteboardstream which consists of many very small packets which in turn contain a lotof redundant information. In session 5, hardly any compression is achieveddue to the fact that the data ow consists almost entirely of packets with aconstant size (1024 bytes + headers) containing already heavily compressed8



Table 1Overview over compression results for di�erent sessions using non-lossy compression.Session Original Total saved Saved due to Saved due toBandwidth % compression headerKbps Kbps suppressionLocal lecture 198 6.11% 3.05% 3.06%audio, video, HTML 12.9using mWeb [14]Electronic corridor 170 9.23% 4.60% 4.62%audio, video 17.3Meeting 229 5.15% 2.08% 3.08%audio, video, 12.5mDesk [15]Global lecture 192 14.3% 10.9% 3.32%audio, video, WB 31.9Constant MPEG 131 0.128% 0.0363% 0.0920%using mIR[11] 0.164MPEG coded audio data [11].4 Priority and Rate Control of Data FlowsAs mTunnel is designed to run over links with narrow bandwidth it is impor-tant to support rate control for the total tunnel and for each tunneled session.This can be used for e.g. prioritizing audio over video by reducing the amountof bandwidth available for video. By reducing the total available bandwidth forthe tunnel, other types of tra�c might be given more room on the bandwidthrestricted link. A higher priority means that if congestion occurs, the tra�cbelonging to the session with higher priority will be forwarded and tra�c fora session with a lower priority might get dropped.Each tunneled session can have its own forwarding priority and by default, allsessions have the same priority. Using the Web-interface, the priorities can bechanged individually. Priorities for one or several sessions can also temporarilybe locked, meaning that no other session can be given a higher priority thanthat session as long as it is locked (note that locking does not mean that thesession gets a higher priority, only that its priority can not be exceeded byanother future session). This is useful if an important electronic meeting isconducted over the tunnel and the participants do not want to be disturbedby another user who wants to watch some other MBone-session.Priorities, can also be con�gured in mTunnel, based on a number of di�erent9



Table 2Mean delay (RTT=2) of tra�c for the di�erent measured cases (ms)Network type Direct contact Tunneling without Tunneling withcompression compressionEthernet 2.00 14.4 74.5ISDN 52.0 74.1 138variables in the session: the media type, the multicast address and port, theused bandwidth, the name and the description. This allows for advanced se-lection of priority schemes, that enables a user to participate in sessions evenif the total needed bandwidth is not available.To control the data ows, a so called bound token bucket [16] scheme is used.The main idea of this scheme is to have a bucket of tokens that is �lledup regularly depending on the available bandwidth for that ow. Each tokencorresponds to one byte of available bandwidth and when a packet is forwardedthe number of tokens are reduced by the corresponding size of that packet.The bucket has a limited size, meaning that there can never be more than acertain amount of tokens available. An in�nite number of tokens would makeit possible for a bursty data ow to overrun the available bandwidth. Thismight still happen in the bounded bucket case, but the impact is much lesssevere if the max size is relatively low. (A hard limit against overruns canachieved by adding a leaky bucket [16]).5 Data delayThe use of tunneling with its di�erent schemes for reducing the bandwidth andthe bursts in bursty ows has the side e�ect of introducing extra jitter anddelay in the tunneled tra�c. The introduced delay was measured on the globallecture (row 4 in Table 1). The measurements were done by measuring theround-trip-time (RTT ) of a data ow between two hosts on di�erent networks,one sender and one echo-host which bounces the received tra�c back to thesender. Tests were conducted over two types of networks, Ethernet and ISDN.For each type of network three tests were conducted: one where the two hostshad direct connectivity through a router (using only unicast in the ISDN case),a second one where the tra�c was tunneled between the two networks usingmTunnel with no compression or transcoding and a third one using mTunnelwith compression turned on. For each of the tests the round-trip-time (RTT )was measured. Table 2 shows the mean delay (RTT=2) for the six cases. Asseen in the table, the delay gets quite high when using mTunnel with ISDN andcompression turned on. This high delay could make synchronous conversations10



uncomfortable as the RTT would get up to around 276 ms which is above theusually recommended 150-250 ms maximum for conversations.6 Implementation, Status and EvaluationThe current prototype is implemented in the platform independent Java lan-guage (version 1.1), except some parts of the audio transcoder that are im-plemented in C for e�ciency reasons. The non-lossy data compression is doneusing the built in version of the ZLIB [4] compression library in the Sun Javaenvironment. The audio recode functionality is currently only available onSun/Solaris, but the rest has been tested to work under both Unix and Win-dows95/NT4. All tests and measurements mentioned in this paper were doneunder Sun/Solaris.6.1 Further issuesThere are a number of open security issues not yet addressed such as en-cryption of the tunneled data and IP-spoo�ng. [6] proposes a solution for theIP-spoo�ng problem which should be further examined. The user interfacecurrently does not include any user authentication, meaning that any usercan con�gure mTunnel and its tunneled sessions. The translator should alsobe extended to support a larger variety of encodings. Another issue currentlynot addressed, is the possibility of sharing media translators between two ormore concurrently running instances of mTunnel to save CPU usage by onlytranslating the same stream at one host. Other types of non-lossy compressionschemes should be investigated as well.A limitation in the current implementation is that a TCP connection is usedfor exchanging control information and a UDP \connection" for the actualtunneled data. If these two could be combined deployment together with �re-walls would get easier as only an UDP port would have to be opened formTunnel and not both a TCP and a UDP port as it is the case today.6.2 EvaluationIn the introduction a number of questions and problems were introduced. Thissection presents how mTunnel target these.� How should the tunneled packets be encapsulated when sent through thetunnel to waste as little bandwidth as possible?11



The encapsulation of the packets in mTunnel is done by only includingminimal extra information such as multicast group and port. To lower theoverhead ow-identi�ers and packet grouping is used.� How much control information is needed to be exchanged to maintain thetunnel operational?mTunnel tries to minimize the amount of control information sent throughthe tunnel and no periodic update messages are sent.� Can the tunneled data be transformed on the IP level (without any knowl-edge about the content) before being sent through the tunnel to lower thebandwidth needed for the tunnel?mTunnel can compress tra�c using statistical compression without knowl-edge about the type of tra�c currently being tunneled.� Can the tunneled data be transformed on media level (with knowledge aboutthe content) before being sent through the tunnel to lower the bandwidthneeded for the tunnel?mTunnel allows tra�c to be translated in a number of di�erent ways suchas: media can be recoded to another encoding; several active streams canbe mixed; stream can switched based on activity in another stream and thestreams can be rescaled by dropping parts of the tra�c based on the typemedia in the stream.� Can the deployment of tunnels be made simpler and more lightweight thanwith earlier available software?mTunnel only require that the host operating system supports multi-cast and can therefore be run on almost any operating system. The systemincludes a Web-interface which allows users to easily con�gure mTunneland select which sessions to tunnel. mTunnel is implemented in Java whichmeans that it runs on any platform that supports Java.
7 Summary and ConclusionsThis paper presents a system for allowing users to easily connect to the MBoneinfrastructure and to connect di�erent isolated multicast capable networks.mTunnel gives users easy access to information about currently tunneled ses-sions through a Web-interface, which also allows for easy con�guration of exist-ing and future tunneled sessions. mTunnel does not start tunneling of MBone-sessions based on current multicast group activity and IGMP messages, butinstead makes the user responsible for deciding which MBone-sessions are tobe tunneled. This allows for a user decided session selection model where tun-neling decisions are left explicitly to the user.12



To save bandwidth, data streams can be transcoded in four di�erent ways:audio can be recoded to an encoding that requires lower bandwidth, severalsimultaneous audio streams can be mixed into a single stream, streams canbe switched based on another stream, and streams can be scaled by droppingcertain parts of the tra�c. The tra�c can also be compressed on the IP levelwhich saves about 5-14% bandwidth. Unfortunately, measurements show thatthe compression adds a high extra delay to the tunneled tra�c which mightbecome a problem on links with an already high delay.mTunnel does not require any special features in the operating system otherthan general multicast support and it runs as a normal user application. Thismeans that it is very easy to deploy. mTunnel also tries to minimize the amountof control tra�c exchanged through the tunnel and to minimize the cost ofencapsulation of data by using for instance ow identi�ers instead of addinggroup and port information to each tunneled packet. Note that the target ofmTunnel is by no mean to replace existing software for core tunneling in theMBone, such as MRouted, but should instead be seen as a tool for connectingmore users to the global multicast network.mTunnel is currently being used in three di�erent ways: to connect di�erentparts of a large software company's intranet, to connect computers at usershomes, and to connect industry networks to the MBone. More informationabout the current version, status of mTunnel, earlier publications and theprogram itself can be found at [12]. The usage of mTunnel has shown andproven that it is useful and that there is a need for this kind of applications.AcknowledgementThanks to Mattias Mattsson, Fredrik Johansson, Serge Lachapelle, H�akanLennest�al, Johnny Wid�en and UlrikaWiss, all at Centre for Distance-SpanningTechnology, and R. P. C. Rodgers, U.S. National Library of Medicine, forinteresting comments, encouragement and feedback.This work was done partly within the Esprit project 20598 MATES, which inturn is supported by the Information technology part of the 4th FrameworkProgram of the European Union. Support was also provided by the Centre forDistance-spanning Technology (CDT).References[1] E. Amir, S. McCanne, and H. Zhang. An application level video gateway. In13
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